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A Formalized Classification Schema for Model Consistency

Abstract

Although consistency is a widely used term, there is no common understanding in the modeling

community on what consistency precisely means for model-based engineering. Nevertheless,

most engineers would agree that models should be consistent to a certain degree to be useful.

Although there are use case specific definitions of consistency and its properties, none of them

are generally and independently applicable. As a result, we observed that engineers rarely

employ a precise definition for their consistency notion. In addition, most engineers consider

that models are consistent, neglecting that consistency usually relates model elements instead.

To remedy these issues, we established a focus group of domain experts to derive a generally

applicable and fine-grained notion of consistency. Using this fine-grained notion of consistency,

we introduce a formalized classification schema for consistency covering seven dimensions.

Afterwards this classification schema was applied by each domain expert to one of seven

widely different model-based engineering scenarios. In turn, our schema provides a precise

model-element-based definition of consistency and vocabulary for the modeling community to

distinguish consistency relations. Above all, we aim to raise awareness for different consistency

notions and facilitate a common understanding of consistency in the MBE community.
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1 Introduction

In model-based engineering (MBE), software and systems are described using multiple models,

whereas each describes a system from a different viewpoint. Thus, no single model represents

all information necessary to create, deploy, and maintain a complete system. Therefore, in

many situations, models describing the system need to be consistent with each other. While

most engineers would see this as a trivial statement, there is no common understanding of

consistency in the MBE community (and in software engineering in general). As a result, it is

hard to discuss and find commonalities or differences between consistency relations. To the best

of our knowledge, the most general definition of consistency in MBE was introduced by [3],

where consistency of two model elements is defined as membership in a binary relation. How-

ever, limiting consistency relations to binary relations neglects consistency relations spanning

arbitrary many models, such as commonalities in [34]. Apart from a classification in terms

of relation properties from set theory, e.g., uniqueness or totality, this consistency relation is

not described any further. Besides [3], most other formal definitions in the literature, e.g., [68],

[13], describe consistency in relation to consistency checking, consistency preservation, or

consistency repair. Usually, the notions are tailored to their specific use case and domain and,

thus, unsuitable for scenarios with multiple heterogeneous models. In most cases, however, the

term is used informally. As a result, it becomes hard to distinguish, communicate and keep an

overview of the various notions of consistency.

In this paper, we aim to provide a formal description of fine-grained n-ary consistency relations

and formalize seven classifying properties of consistency relations that are independent of the

specific use case. In particular, we will answer the following research questions:

(RQ1) How can consistency relations be precisely defined?

(RQ2) What use case independent properties classify consistency relations?

To this end, we performed an initial exploratory database search with Google Scholar for

descriptions of consistency in (model-driven) software engineering to identify existing notions

of consistency (section 2). With these notions as starting point, we established a focus group

of domain experts to derive a generally applicable and fine-grained notion of consistency

relations. As a result, we propose a novel classification scheme for consistency relations

encompassing seven classifying properties focusing on consistency among model elements

rather than models (section 3). We introduced our schema to the focus group and tasked each

domain expert to apply it to an example in their domain. In sum, the experts described seven

distinct MBE scenarios and successfully applied the classification scheme (section 4). To illustrate

the applicability of the formalized classification schema, we additionally outline the analysis

of one selected MBE scenario encompassing two consistency relations. Please note that we

focused on consistency relations independent of the process they are used in, e.g., consistency

checking, preservation, and repair. This entailed, that we omitted properties that are only tied

to one of these processes.
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2 Contemporary Notions of Consistency

2.1 Contemporary Consistency Relations

Consistency appears in various works and different contexts. While some authors share a

common understanding, their terminology differs. This requires the clarification of what

notions of consistency are used and what properties are associated with the term consistency.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no common understanding of consistency, neither within

a domain nor shared with others. Consequently, there are a variety of consistency notions in

computer science literature that are unique and sometimes vaguely defined. Still, the notions

are usually not generalized and thus not applicable for the MBE domain.

In contrast to most other domains, in mathematical logic and theoretical computer science, the

term consistency is well defined [56]. Here, a consistent theory is a theory that does not entail

a logical contradiction. This absence of contradictions is typically defined in terms of semantics.

A theory is semantically consistent if there is a function (interpretation) that assigns a meaning

to the symbols of a set of formulas under which all formulas of the theory are true (a theory has

amodel). However, in MBE, models are not always bound to a logical interpretation. In database

systems, consistency is based on states of data and transactions between these states. In 1976,

notions of consistency reached from consistent over temporary inconsistency (inconsistency

between two transactions) to conflict [14]. Nowadays, terms like strong consistency, weak
consistency, eventual consistency, and others are widely used [64]. All these terms are only

defined for databases and not directly applicable to other domains. The same problem applies

to other domains. Even though some notions transitioned from one domain to another, like

sequentially consistent from multi-processors [38] to the caching domain [18], they are often

not defined sufficiently general. In comparison to other domains, this notion also relates more

to correctness than to other notions of consistency.

The distinction between consistency and completeness is also proposed by [24]. For them

in the state-based requirements domain, completeness means that a response is specified for

every possible input, whereas consistency refers to a specification being free of conflicting

requirements and undesired non-determinism. Their understanding recurred some years later

in another domain when [55] adopted it for dynamic migration of business processes.

Similar notions can also appear across different domains. [39] highlighted consistency as a

security requirement for distributed systems with bilateral communication channels. In line

with him, [75] consider equivalent criteria in machine learning but additionally distinguish

between locally and globally applied criteria. Another example of cross-domain notions are

horizontal and vertical consistency as well as syntactic and semantic consistency. Originally, [13]
specify these terms for object-oriented behavioral models. Later, [27] adopted and expanded

the terms for UML-based software development. However, they replace horizontal and vertical
consistency with intra-model and inter-model consistency. We will show that these properties

are not interchangeable. Although there seemed to be disagreement on consistency notions

in UML-based software development, a later literature review from [44] on MBE publications
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shows that the terms horizontal, vertical were meanly used according to their original definition.

They also found uses of semantic consistency.

While previous notions assume binary consistency notions, [67] describes consistency for model

transformations, such as QVT-R, as an n-ary relation. To handle these relations, she introduces

association classes and treats them as regular binary consistency relations. Moreover, she

introduces inconsistent, shape-consistent, and perfectly consistent as gradations for consistency.
By contrast, [70] introduce consistency conditions that have to be preserved when the respective

models change. Like [75], they distinguish between locally and globally applied conditions.

Instead of classifying the criteria of consistency, [3] investigate properties of binary consistency

relations during the synchronization of heterogeneous artifacts. They classify binary consistency

relations as bijections (one-to-one), surjective functions (many-to-one), and total relations (many-
to-many) depending on the mapping of the common property between two models.

While considering most of these earlier MBE approaches, [33] proposes various properties

of consistency in the context of model transformations. Following [13] distinction between

syntactic and semantic consistency, he defined structural and behavioral consistency. Like [68],
he argues for the purpose of n-ary consistency relations. However, he claims that only struc-

tural n-ary consistency relations can be split into multiple binary relations because behavioral

consistency relations cannot be easily decomposed in general. Besides that, he extends the

scope of the properties of binary consistency relations [3] by distinguishing between univer-
sally quantified, as term for consistency relations that hold for all parts of a shared property,

existentially quantified, as term for consistency relations that hold for at least some parts, and

statistical as term for consistency relations that have a probability to be fulfilled.

In summary, we have revisited various consistency notions of different domains. We have

highlighted that some established notions are very use case specific and bound to a special

domain, e.g. notions from database systems. In some cases, e.g. multi-processors, consistency

is even understood as a kind of correctness. However, there are also notions, like intra-/inter
consistency and syntactic/semantic consistency, that recur in different domains. In MBE, we

found consistency notions that are bijections, surjective functions, or total relations. They can

be distinguished regarding local or global conditions and measured in gradations, quantifiable,

or with statistical criteria. Other properties, such as structural and behavioral consistency are

also considered relevant. While most consistency relations were described informally instead

of explicitly formalized, the recurrence of many consistency notions across different domains

hints at the generalizability of these notions. Finally, the changing terminology of consistency,

missing references to existing consistency notions, and informal descriptions of many works

reveal the need for a common understanding.

2.2 Contemporary Classification Schemes

Similar to us, [73] provide an overview of different consistency notions. Even though their paper

is not yet peer-reviewed, they conducted a systematic literature review to provide an overview

on consistency in context of model-driven engineering. They state that consistencies have a

specification that defines how the consistency is expressed (constraint-based or transformational)
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and an application scenario that it appears in, e.g., co-evolution. They proposed the scope
property of consistency, which is divided into the categories: intra-model, inter-model, model-

metamodel, and constraints. Moreover, they separate tolerance of these criteria from consistency

as such. Furthermore, they identify properties of consistency relations, such as relaxation,
ranking, weighting, filtering, and temporal. Most of these classes tolerate some inconsistencies.

Based on their relaxation, ranking, weighting, and filtering, they define the quantifiability of

consistency relations. Finally, they introduce the temporal category for approaches that tolerate

inconsistencies until consistency is restored. We maintain that this is not a property of the

consistency relation, but the process of consistency repair.

For business process transformations, [55] provide a taxonomy of different consistency notions.

They treat business processes as petri nets and compare them. They derived four properties

from which two are relevant consistency properties, in general. The first property defines how

the trace sets are compared (equal, subset, superset). As discussed previously, this is part of the

definition of the inconsistencies and therefore not a property of the consistency relation as such.

The other property measures whether the consistency definition is based on the arrangement of

the elements or their structure itself. However, we argue that this distinction is superficial, since

the position of a model element in an arrangement can be encapsulated in the model element

itself. Thereby, the consistency between two arrangements would be equal to a consistency of

specific properties of model elements and, thus, a consistency based on structures. [61] provide

a classification of consistency requirements of B2B integration approaches. They identify and

locate different consistency relations by analyzing approaches within a general B2B integration

scenario. Even though they create awareness for the different locations of consistency in the

B2B integration domain, they do not derive general properties or requirements.

[57] derive a taxonomy of correctness criteria for database applications. Like us, they first

distinguish between consistency maintenance and consistency unit. Consistency maintenance is

beyond the scope of this paper, as we focus on consistency relations rather than the underlying

process. In contrast, a consistency unit encompasses the data elements involved in a consistency,

rather than the relation itself. They discern whether the entire database, a set of objects, or

individual objects are the elements in the consistency relation. Still, this is also not relevant for

the relation itself, as sets of objects can be considered as a single model element. In addition to

this distinction, they derive correctness properties for their consistencies. Next to the database

specific properties, they list the correctness of transaction results. This class is divided into

absolute and relative categories, depending on whether the result of the transactions leads to a

consistent state or the result is correct within a certain bound. This bound represents a tolerance

criterion similar to [73].

In sum, we have collected contemporary classifications of consistency and noted that no

publication, thus far, specifically targets consistency relations as such. None of them provided a

formalized definition for consistency. While most taxonomies are limited to a specific domain,

we found that similar properties appear in a wide range of research areas. Thus, we aim to create

a common understanding and raise awareness of consistency relations and their properties

across different domains.
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3 Classification Schema

To derive our classification schema, we devised a four phase process. In the first phase, we aimed

to identify commonalities and differences between consistency notions in different domains.

Therefore, we conducted four bi-weekly focus group [36] sessions with five to eight domain

experts from academia. Thereby, the experts were sensitized for different notions and we

elucidated the different contexts, relations, prerequisites, and notions of consistency. In the

second phase, we informally defined the consistency notions and asked the focus group to

identify and describe consistency relations of representative MBE scenarios in their individual

domains. In the third phase, we used the insights of all previous focus groups to formalize

the consistency relations and classes. In the final phase, we introduced our formalization to

the focus group and tasked the experts to apply it to the previously collected MBE scenarios.

Henceforth, we introduce the formalized classification schema for consistency relations.

3.1 Mathematical Preliminaries

Notation Our formalization relies on first-order logic and set theory. We use the lower case

letters 𝑖 , 𝑗 , and 𝑛 to indicate natural numbers, whereas other lower case letters, e.g.,𝑚 and 𝑘 ,

denote model elements. The upper case letters 𝑅, 𝑆 , and𝑇 denote consistency relations, whereas

all other upper case letters, e.g.,𝑀 , 𝑋 , and Ω represent sets of model elements. All calligraphic

letters, such as, M, E, and P denote sets of sets. Any (partial) (pre)orders are represented with

binary operators, e.g., ≻, ≤, and ⊲, and functions with lower case names, such as, e.g., 𝑙𝑣𝑙 , 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝 ,

𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒 , and 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 . We write 2
𝑀
to denote the power set of set 𝑀 , i.e., the set of all subsets of

𝑀 .

Definition 1 A hyper-graph 𝐺 := (𝑉 , E) consists of a set of vertices V and a set of hyper-edges
E ⊆ {𝑋 |𝑋 ⊆𝑉 ∧|𝑋 | ≥ 2}.

Please note that we require that each hyper-edge 𝑋 in E connects at least two vertices from 𝑉

and that the same hyper-edge 𝑋 cannot occur multiple times in E.

3.2 Formalization of Consistency Relations

[69] defines consistency relations as hyper-edges among models but not model elements. Thus,

to provide a more fine-grained definition of consistency relations, we extend her definition to

model elements. Hence, our consistency relation defines a hyper-graph over model elements of

(different) models, whereas multiple hyper-edges exist that connect model elements with a joint

purpose within the consistency relation.
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Service

m()
ComponentImpl

m()

Service

Security Level: 2

Component

(a) Consistency among models

𝑐1 𝑐2 𝑐3

𝑢1 𝑢2 𝑢3 𝑢4 𝑢5

𝐶

𝑈

(b) Represented as hyper-graph

𝑆 :=
(
{𝐶,𝑈 }, {{𝑐1, 𝑢1, 𝑢2}, {𝑐2, 𝑢1}}

)
𝑇 :=

(
{𝐶}, {{𝑢3, 𝑢4}}

)
(c) Represented as tuple

Figure 1: Illustrative consistency relations (thick lines) among a component model 𝐶 and a

corresponding UML class diagram𝑈 (a), their representation as hyper-graph (b) among

model elements of 𝐶 and𝑈 , as well as formal tuple (c).

Definition 2 Let M := {𝑀1, . . . , 𝑀𝑛} be a finite non-empty set of mutually disjoint models and
Ω := {𝑚 ∈𝑀 | 𝑀 ∈M} the corresponding set of all model elements𝑚 in M.

Then a consistency relation 𝑅 := (M, E) consists of the set of models M, as well as a set of
correspondences E ⊆ {𝑋 | 𝑋 ⊆Ω ∧ |𝑋 | ≥ 2}, whereas 𝑋 ∈E reflects a joint purpose of the included
model elements, such that 𝑅 defines a hyper-graph 𝐺 := (Ω, E). 𝑅 is denoted non-empty, iff E is
not empty.

Defined as such, consistency relations can span arbitrary many models, whereas each corre-

spondence 𝑋 ∈E links at least two model elements. The hyper-graph defined by a consistency

relation contains all model elements𝑚 of all models𝑀 that are part of the consistency relation.

The hyper-edges of the hyper-graph directly reflect the correspondences connecting all model

elements with a joint purpose w.r.t. the consistency relation. Considering the consistency

relations illustrated in Figure 1a, the necessity for multiple hyper-edges per consistency relation

becomes apparent. Here, the consistency of a component model with its realization in an UML

class diagram is depicted (thick blue lines), whereas the Service and Interface (plus implements

relation) correspond to each other as well as Component and ComponentImpl. While both

correspondences belong to the same consistency relation, each is represented as a separate

hyper-edge (see Figure 1b) to reflect the joint purpose of the corresponding model elements.

Obviously, this does not exclude consistency relations with only one hyper-edge, e.g., the

consistency between the interface method m() and its implementation in ComponentImpl (thick
dashed green line). The corresponding formal notation is showcased in Figure 1c.

Employing this definition, we can precisely define the classifying properties of consistency

relations. Henceforth, we will use the examples in Figure 1 to illustrate each property. Moreover,

we provide additional examples and counter-examples for each classifying property.
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Figure 2: Feature model depicting our classification schema.

3.3 Classification Schema for Consistency Relations

As an overview for the following classification schema, in Figure 2, we present a feature model

that concisely and comprehensibly captures the dimensions and classes of our schema. This

figure, is meant to be employed in future systematic literature reviews or mapping studies.

3.3.1 Abstraction

According to [65], models are abstractions (“Verkürzungen”, literally reductions) of their orig-
inals. Thus, they can be ordered by their level of abstraction. For example, specifications or

requirements of a system are typically seen on a higher level, i.e., very abstract, while pro-

gram code is seen as on a lower level, i.e., less abstract. The Model-Driven Architecture [50]

defines models on three succinct levels of abstraction, i.e., the computation-independent model,

platform-independent model, and the platform-specific model. Although one might assume

levels to be strictly ordered, we argue that this is not always the case, especially, when models

from different domains are involved. We acknowledge that some models, such as UML, encom-

pass model elements of different levels of abstraction. In turn, we assign abstraction level to

model elements. Like [13], we distinguish consistency relations that cross different levels of
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𝑚1

𝑘1

𝑚2

𝑘2

𝑚3

𝑘3

𝑚4

𝑘4

𝑚5

𝑘5

𝑀

𝐾

R S

≻

Figure 3: Illustration of horizontal (𝑆) and vertical (𝑅) consistency relations. The arrow from 𝑘2
to𝑚2 indicates that𝑚2 is an abstraction of 𝑘2.

abstraction from those that remain on the same level as vertical and horizontal consistency,
respectively.

Definition 3 Given a non-empty consistency relation 𝑅 and a strict partial order (Ω, ≻), where
for all model elements𝑚1,𝑚2 ∈Ω with𝑚1≠𝑚2,𝑚1≻𝑚2 denotes that𝑚2 is an abstraction of𝑚1.

𝑅 has vertical abstraction, iff there is an 𝑋 ∈E with𝑚1,𝑚2 ∈𝑋 , such that𝑚1≻𝑚2.

𝑅 has horizontal abstraction, iff there is no 𝑋 ∈E and𝑚1,𝑚2 ∈𝑋 , such that𝑚1≻𝑚2.

In short, a consistency relation is denoted vertical, if a correspondence (hyper-edge) connects
model elements at different levels of abstraction. Considering the illustrative example (Figure 1),

both Service 𝑐1 and Component 𝑐2 are more abstract then the corresponding Service 𝑢1 interface
and ComponentImpl𝑢3. As a result, given 𝑐1 ≻ 𝑢1 or 𝑐2 ≻ 𝑢3, the consistency relation 𝑆 is vertical.
By contrast, a consistency relation is horizontal if all model elements in all correspondences are

on the same abstraction level. Conversely, 𝑇 would be denoted horizontal.

In addition, Figure 3 illustrates the notion of horizontal and vertical abstraction using Def. 3.

Here, we assume that only 𝑘2 ≻ 𝑚2 holds, i.e.,𝑚2 is an abstraction of 𝑘2. This relation is shown

as arrow from 𝑘2 to𝑚2. Considering that𝑚2 ≻ 𝑘2 is the only abstraction, then 𝑅 has vertical
abstraction, as it contains a hyper-edge connecting the model elements𝑚2 and 𝑘2. Conversely,

𝑆 has horizontal abstraction.

3.3.2 Metalevel

According to [5], model elements can always be assigned to (exactly) one metalevel. These levels

can be fixed, as in the classical four-level architecture of UML, or variable, as in multi-level/deep

modeling approaches [5].

Definition 4 Given a non-empty consistency relation 𝑅 and a function 𝑙𝑣𝑙 : Ω→N0 that assigns
the metalevel to every model element𝑚 ∈Ω.

𝑅 is intra-metalevel, iff there is an 𝑙 ∈ N0, such that for all 𝑋 ∈ E and all 𝑚 ∈ 𝑋 it holds that
𝑙𝑣𝑙 (𝑚)=𝑙 .

𝑅 is inter-metalevel, iff there is an 𝑋 ∈E and𝑚1,𝑚2 ∈𝑋 , such that 𝑙𝑣𝑙 (𝑚1)≠𝑙𝑣𝑙 (𝑚2) holds.
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𝑚1

𝑘1

𝑚2

𝑘2

𝑚3

𝑘3

𝑚4

𝑘4

𝑚5

𝑘5

𝑀

𝐾

R S

T

(M2)

(M1)

Figure 4: Showcase of intra-level (𝑅) and inter-level (𝑆) consistency relation, as well as one (𝑇 )

that is neither. All elements of𝑀 belong to metalevel 2 and all of 𝐾 belong to 1.

We distinguish intra-metalevel and inter-metalevel consistency relations by whether they

connect model elements on the same or at different metalevels. While [27] considers the

metalevel property to coincide with abstraction and refinement, we maintain that it as a special

case of refinement (see subsubsection 3.3.1), where most horizontal relation are intra-metalevel,

and inversely, most inter-metalevel relation are vertical. In fact, metalevels are coarse-grained

in the dimension of abstraction and refinement, such that one might find an intra-metalevel

consistency relation along a vertical abstraction, if elements of different abstraction levels are

assigned to the same metalevel. This case is shown in Figure 1, where UML components and

UML classes are connected. To showcase Def. 4 in Figure 4, we assign all model elements

𝑘 ∈ 𝐾 to metalevel 𝑙𝑣𝑙 (𝑘) = 1 and all model elements𝑚 ∈ 𝑀 to metalevel 𝑙𝑣𝑙 (𝑚) = 2 Here,

the consistency relation 𝑅 is an inter-level consistency relation, whereas 𝑆 is an intra-level
consistency relation. Notably though, 𝑇 is neither, as each hyper-edge connects elements of a

different metalevel.

Although the model elements are on different levels of abstraction (cf. subsubsection 3.3.1),

thus indicating a vertical consistency relation, they are on the same metalevel. Therefore,

the consistency relation is also intra-metalevel. When specifying inter-metalevel consistency

relations, one should additionally mention the crossed levels, e.g., inter-metalevel between user
model and metamodel.

3.3.3 Position

Consistency can be defined within or between models. Of course, this consideration depends on

the definition of what a model is, and where the model boundaries are. In theory, it is therefore

often not relevant whether a consistency relation is inter- or intra-model [73]. In practice,

however, this has many implications, since the model boundary also determines which tools

are used, how models are persisted, and other aspects of the development process.

Definition 5 Given a non-empty consistency relation 𝑅.

𝑅 represents an intra-model consistency, iff there is an𝑀 ∈ M such that for each 𝑋 ∈ E it holds
that 𝑋 ⊆ 𝑀 .

𝑅 represents an inter-model consistency, iff there is an 𝑋 ∈ E and 𝑀1, 𝑀2 ∈ M with 𝑀1 ≠ 𝑀2,
such that 𝑋 ∩𝑀1 ≠ ∅ and 𝑋 ∩𝑀2 ≠ ∅.
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𝑚1

𝑘1

𝑚2

𝑘2

𝑚3

𝑘3

𝑚4

𝑘4

𝑚5

𝑘5

𝑀

𝐾

R S
T

Figure 5: Depiction of intra-model (𝑆), inter-model (𝑇 ), and coupled-model (𝑅) consistency

relations.

𝑅 represents a coupled-model consistency, iff |M| ≥ 2 and for every 𝑋 ∈ E and every𝑀 ∈ M it
holds that 𝑋 ∩𝑀 ≠ ∅.

We say that a consistency relation is intra-model if it only connects model elements that are

within the same model and inter-model if it connects model elements from different models. A

coupled-model consistency relation describes an inter-model consistency relation where each

correspondence between model elements contain elements of all involved models. All cases are

depicted in Figure 1. The model 𝐶 contains the elements 𝑐1 and 𝑐2, whereas𝑈 contains 𝑢1, 𝑢2,

and 𝑢3. The consistency relation 𝑆 (thick blue line) between them is therefore an inter-model

and, in particular, a coupled-model consistency. As the consistency relation 𝑇 (thick green

dashed line) only connects model elements of 𝑈 , 𝑇 is intra-model. Additionally in Figure 5,

the distinction between intra-model and inter-model consistency relations becomes obvious,

as it denotes whether hyper-edges cross the boundary of a model. In this case, 𝑅 is a coupled-
model consistency relation and 𝑆 an intra-model consistency relation. In contrast to 𝑅, 𝑇 is an

inter-model consistency relation, yet not a coupled-model consistency relation.

Since model boundaries are often set such that elements in one model are at one level of

abstraction, intra-model consistency is often horizontal.

3.3.4 Observed Property

As model elements describe the structure and/or behavior of a system, consistency relations can

be distinguished between whether they observe structural or behavioral properties (represented

by model elements). [33] argued that structural properties can be statically checked, such as the

equality of values or the presence of elements, behavioral properties require dynamic analysis,

e.g., abstract interpretation, model checking or co-simulation. Please note, that the purpose of a

model determines which of these properties are relevant for its model elements.

Definition 6 Given a non-empty consistency relation 𝑅, the set of observed properties 𝑂 :=

{𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙, 𝑏𝑒ℎ𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑙} and a labeling function 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝Ω : Ω → (2𝑂 \∅) that assigns observed
properties to all model elements𝑚 ∈ Ω.

𝑅 observes a property 𝑜 ∈𝑂 , iff there is an 𝑋 ∈E and an𝑚 ∈𝑋 , such that 𝑜 ∈𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝Ω (𝑚) holds.

𝑅 focuses on a property 𝑜 ∈𝑂 , iff for all 𝑋 ∈E and all𝑚 ∈𝑋 𝑜 ∈𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝Ω (𝑚) holds.
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Figure 6: Here, all elements of model𝑀 observe structural properties, whereas elements of 𝐾

observe behavioral features. Thus, while a consistency relation can focus on structural

properties (𝑆), others (𝑅) observe both.

The function 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝Ω assigns observed properties, i.e., structural and behavioral, to each model

element, whereas an element can observe both properties. A consistency relation is then said

to observe one of these properties, if it contains at least one correspondence with a connected

model element that observes this property. As this is a rather weak classification, we state that a

consistency relation focuses on a property, if all model elements in all correspondences observe

this property, albeit not exclusively. In the running example, all elements of the component

model 𝐶 and UML class diagram 𝑈 observe a structural property of the system. However, the

model element 𝑢5 also observes the systems behavior, as it represents the implementation of

method m(). Thus, both consistency relations 𝑆 (thick blue line) and 𝑇 (thick green dashed

line) focus on structural properties, whereas only 𝑇 also observes behavioral properties (via

𝑢5). For the sake of simplicity, in Figure 6, we assume that all model elements𝑚 ∈ 𝑀 observe

structural properties whereas all model elements 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾 observe behavioral properties. Thus,

when considering Def. 6, the consistency relation 𝑅 observes both structural and behavioral
properties. In contrast, the consistency relation 𝑆 focuses on structural properties.

Besides that, our definition permits to adapt the set of observed properties to include other

properties, e.g., quality.

3.3.5 Development Phases

Consistency can be expressed for model elements that belong to one or several phases in the

life cycle of a system, e.g., specification time, design time, and run time. This notion should

be understood as a model element being a main artifact of these development phases. The

mere presence of a model element in a phase is not sufficient, since model elements of earlier

phases are always relevant in later development phases, even if they are not directly used.

Consequently, we distinguish between intra-phase and intra-phase consistency relations by

whether they connecting model elements belonging to one phase or belonging to different

phases.

Definition 7 Given a non-empty consistency relation 𝑅, a non-empty set of development phases
𝑃 and a labeling function 𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒Ω : Ω → (2𝑃 \∅) that assigns to each model element𝑚 ∈ Ω the
development phases to which it belongs.
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Figure 7: To illustrate implementation-phased (𝑆), intra-phased (𝑇 ) and inter-phase (𝑅) consis-

tency relations two arrows indicate, which model elements belong to the design and

implementation phase, respectively.

𝑅 is intra-phase, iff there is a 𝑝 ∈𝑃 , such that 𝑝 ∈𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒Ω (𝑚) for all 𝑋 ∈E and all𝑚 ∈𝑋 .

𝑅 is inter-phase, iff
⋂
𝑚∈𝑋 𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒Ω (𝑚)=∅ for an 𝑋 ∈E.

In short, a consistency relation is denoted intra-phase, if all model elements in all correspon-

dences belong to at least a given phase 𝑝 . An inter-phase consistency relation contains a

correspondence where there is no phase every connected model element belongs to. In the

running example, we can assume that model elements of the component model belong to the

specification time, whereas UML classes belong to the design time. Then, the consistency relation

𝑆 is an inter-phase relation, whereas𝑇 is an intra-phase consistency relation. To illustrate intra-
phase and inter-phase consistency relations introduced in Def. 7, we consider two development

phases 𝑃 := {𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛, 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙} in Figure 7. Lets assume 𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒M (𝑚𝑖) = 𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒M (𝑘𝑖) = {𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛}
if 𝑖 ∈ {1, 2} and 𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒M (𝑚𝑖) = 𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒M (𝑘𝑖) = {𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙} if 𝑖 ∈ {3, 4, 5}. Then we can consider

three different consistency relations. As a result, the consistency relation 𝑅 is an inter-phase
consistency relation, as for the hyper-edge {𝑚2, 𝑘2, 𝑘3} the elements have no common phase, i.e.,

𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒M (𝑚2) ∩𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒M (𝑘2) ∩𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒M (𝑘3) = ∅. Conversely, 𝑆 is an impl-phase and consequently
also an intra-phase consistency relation. In contrast, 𝑇 is considered intra-phased and not

inter-phased, as for each hyper-edge a unique phase is present albeit not the same between the

hyper-edges.

While we do not assume a particular set of phases, we argue that, for a linear development

process, this classifier is correlated with the level of abstraction since models of a later de-

velopment phase refine models from earlier phases. In this case, all inter-phase consistency

relations would also be vertical. In our opinion, this was Engel’s understanding of horizontal

and vertical consistency in [13], where vertical consistency is between elements before and after

refinement, and horizontal consistency between elements at the same time of development. We

maintain that these properties are indeed orthogonal, especially when considering non-linear

development.
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3.3.6 Quantification

While most consider consistency as a qualitative property denoting that corresponding model

elements are either consistent or not, there are cases where consistency can be quantified, i.e.,

the connected model elements can be seen as more or less consistent [3]. This is useful for

repairing inconsistencies, if there are multiple options improving consistency. Then, alternatives

can be ordered by the degree of consistency they achieve, and the best one can be picked.

Definition 8 Given a non-empty consistency relation 𝑅 and a total function 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒Ω : (2Ω\∅) →
[0, 1] that assigns a quantitative measure to each possible hyper-edge.

The function 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒Ω is a consistency score for the consistency relation 𝑅, iff 𝑋 ∈ E implies
𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒Ω (𝑋 )>0 for all 𝑋 ∈2Ω\∅. Then 𝑅 is denoted quantifiable with 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒Ω.

The 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒Ω functions assigns a value to each potential correspondence (hyper-edge), indicating

how consistent the connected model elements are. This function is a consistency score for a

consistency relation, if all correspondences yield a value greater then zero. We then say that the

consistency relation is quantifiable with this scoring function. We consider that lower values

indicate less consistency among connected model elements, whereas higher values indicate

a higher degree of consistency. Thus, a correspondence with a score of 0 means that the

encompassed model elements are inconsistent. More importantly, we require that 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒Ω is

normalized to the interval [0, 1], while we concede this to be a sizable restriction, we maintain

that in most cases a given scoring function can be normalized. For the running example, we

could employ a normalized string similarity measure, e.g., a normalized Levenshtein distance,

to compare the names of model elements. Then, the consistency relation 𝑆 is quantifiable with

this score. The correspondence between 𝑐2 and 𝑢3 yields ≈ 0.69, as 𝑐1 is named Component and
𝑢1 ComponentImpl. In contrast, the correspondence between 𝑐1, 𝑢1 and 𝑢2 would yield 1.0, as

the named model elements (𝑐1 and 𝑢1) are named Service. To illustrate quantifiable consistency

relations, we need to introduce a simple scoring function over Ω := 𝑀 ∪ 𝐾 :

𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒Ω (𝑋 ) =
2 |{𝑖 ∈ N | 𝑚𝑖, 𝑘𝑖 ∈ 𝑋 }|

|𝑋 |

Simply put, this scoring function determines the fraction of pairs𝑚𝑖, 𝑘𝑖 ∈ 𝑋 with the same index

𝑖 ∈ {1, . . . , 5} in 𝑋 , whereas𝑚𝑖 ∈ 𝑀 and 𝑘𝑖 ∈ 𝐾 . Albeit not useful in practice, this function is

helpful to illustrate the quantification of consistency relations shown in Figure 8. Here, the

score of each hyper-edge is shown close to the center of each rounded box in the color of the

corresponding consistency relation. Consequently, we can see that both consistency relations 𝑅

and 𝑆 are quantifiable with the 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 function. In contrast,𝑇 is not quantifiable with the scoring

function, due to the score of 0.0 of its hyper-edge {𝑚4,𝑚5}. Although 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 cannot quantify 𝑇 ,
there might be scoring functions that make 𝑇 quantifiable.
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Figure 8: Showcase of consistency relations quantifiable (𝑅 and 𝑆) and not quantifiable (𝑇 ) by

the scoring function 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 . Here, each hyper-edge is annotated with its score.

3.3.7 Gradual Consistency

There can be criteria that lead to the gradual tolerance of inconsistencies between models [73].

This tolerance is usually tied to a quantifiable notion of consistency; if the system reaches a

certain threshold in this quantified notion, it is declared consistent. To put it bluntly, although the

model elements are not fully consistent, they are considered consistent enough. This acceptance
can also be determined by further composition of other consistency notions, e.g., if a sufficient

number of sub-systems are consistent or by defining a path to a consistent state that can

be reached eventually. We distinguish between tolerating and strict quantifiable consistency
relations.

Definition 9 A consistency relation 𝑅 is 𝑡-tolerating with 0 < 𝑡 < 1, iff it is quantifiable with
𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒Ω (𝑋 ) and 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒Ω (𝑋 ) ≥ 𝑡 for all 𝑋 ∈ E. 𝑅 is strict, iff it is qualitative or it is quantifiable
with 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒Ω (𝑋 )=1 for all 𝑋 ∈E.

A 𝑡-tolerating consistency relation reflects that a quantifiable consistency relation considers

those correspondences as consistent, whose 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒Ω yields a value greater or equal then 𝑡 .

Here, a tolerating consistency relation with a small 𝑡 is more tolerant, as correspondences are

allowed to be less consistent, than a relation with a 𝑡 close to 1. A qualitative consistency

relation is always considered strict, whereas a quantifiable consistency relation is only strict

if all its correspondences have a score of 1.0. This reflects that they dos not tolerate any

inconsistencies. When reconsidering the running example and the normalized string similarity

(subsubsection 3.3.6), we could classify the quantifiable consistency relation 𝑆 as 0.6-tolerating,
as each correspondence yields a higher score than 0.6. Simply put, the consistency relation

tolerates the inconsistency between the names Component and ComponentImpl. In turn, the

quantifiable consistency relation 𝑇 is strict, as the score yields 1.0 for the single correspondence.
Last but not least, we showcase gradual consistency relations in Figure 9 employing the scoring

function 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 introduced in the previous subsubsection. Please note, that we defined gradual

consistency regarding the threshold 𝑡 that all hyper-edges in a quantifiable consistency relation

must reach using its scoring function. In this example, 𝑅 could be classified as a 𝑡-tolerating
consistency relation with 𝑡 = 0.6. Conversely, 𝑆 could be classified as a strict consistency relation.
Notably though, any non-quantifiable consistency relation is considered strict, as it has no

consistency score and thus cannot be 𝑡-tolerating.
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Figure 9: This diagram highlights strict (𝑆) and 𝑡-tolerating consistency relations (𝑅 with 𝑡 = 0.6).

Each hyper-edge is annotated with its score.

While most engineers consider temporal inconsistencies, i.e., a sequence of inconsistent states

between consistent states, as a form of tolerating inconsistencies, we argue that all intermediate

states are strictly inconsistent until a consistent state is reached. Instead, we classify consistency

relations that are to a certain yet tolerated degree inconsistent as gradually tolerating.

4 Example Scenarios

Henceforth, we present seven MBE scenarios contributed by the domain experts of the focus

groups. While we concede that the scenarios might not be representative, we argue that it is

almost impossible to collect a set covering all relevant scenarios. Nonetheless, the focus group

has collected a diverse set of examples that highlight the different properties of consistency

relations. For each scenario, first the purpose of the consistency relation is described, then the

classification schema is applied and finally selected consistency relations are classified.

4.1 Multi-View Modeling

In MBE, views on a model allow modelers to see it from different viewpoints [6], such that

modelers can focus on a particular aspect. A view might abstract, aggregate, or filter information

from its underlying model, thus, reducing the complexity by providing only relevant information

for a specific concern. The problem of updating the model of an editable view when the

view is changed is denoted the view-update problem [8]. Solving this problem for models

requires restoring the consistency between the model and its views to ensure the absence of

contradicting information [17]. For this purpose, consistency relations are specified between

the metamodel and viewtype [21], e.g., by utilizing model transformations. After a view is

created, the consistency relation establishes a trace link between elements of the view and

elements of the underlying model. As views can be read-only or editable and permit state-based

or change-based differencing [59], not all combinations need to employ consistency relations,

e.g., read-only or state-based views. Please note that for brevity, we henceforth do not consider

views combining multiple models, e.g., [11].
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Abstraction A model-view consistency relation can be horizontal or vertical. In the former

case, a view only shows selected parts of the underlying model. In the latter case, a view

abstracts from the underlying model.

Metalevel Model-view consistency relations are, per definition, intra-metalevel.

Position As trace links connect elements from a view to elements of the underlying model, they

classify as coupled-model consistency relations.

Observed Property As the model is projected into a view, depending on the underlying model,

the consistency relation observes either structural, behavioral, or both.

Development Phase All consistency relations are intra-phased, as a view belongs to the same

phase as its underlying model.

Quantification In general, model-view consistency relations are qualitative. However, [66, 35]

propose model differencing to quantify the degree of model-view consistency.

Gradual Consistency Model-view consistency relations are strict, as concurrent changes to the

view and model directly lead to an inconsistent view.

The consistency relation between a view and its source model is intra-metalevel, coupled-model,

intra-phased, qualitative, and strict. However, the abstraction and observed properties depend

on the particular view type.

4.2 Metamodel Evolution and Co-Evolution

Metamodel evolution is the process of applying changes to metamodels. This impacts other

artifacts that depend on these metamodels, e.g., instances, transformations, generator templates,

and editors. When metamodels evolve, these artifacts have to be co-evolved so that they stay

consistent with the metamodels. This has been extensively researched for co-evolution of

instances in [26, 10, 23].

Abstraction Artifacts other than metamodels that have to co-evolve are at a lower level of

abstraction. Thus, the consistency relation is vertical.

Metalevel For several artefacts, the metalevel classification does not apply (e.g., transformations,

generators, and editors). For co-evolution of metamodels and instances, the relation is

inter-metalevel.

Position Co-evolution always implies inter-model consistency relations. Typically, these are

also coupled-model consistency relations, e.g., [10].

Observed Property Depending on the kind of artifacts, consistency is mainly determined by

syntactical properties, such as being a valid instance of a class or a valid word in a

language, or semantic properties, for example preserving the desired behavior of model

transformations.
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Development Phase In most development processes, metamodel design is a separate phase,

and metamodel changes are heavy-weight and seldom. Thus, the consistency relation is

inter-phase.

Quantification Changes to metamodels can be quantified by the impact on depending artifacts

and the effort needed to co-evolve them.

Gradual Consistency The consistency relation is strict, as tolerated metamodel changes would

inevitably lead to invalid artifacts, either syntactically or semantically.

The consistency relation between a metamodel and its co-evolving instance [10] is vertical, inter-

metalevel, and has coupled models. It observes structural properties, is inter-phase, quantifiable,

and strict.

4.3 Sketches and Informal Diagrams

During software development, teams use informal diagrams of software architecture to ease

communication with other stakeholders and planning activities [22], e.g., during discussions

at a white board. Therefore, diagrams have to be aligned with existing architecture models

[19] or with existing source code artifacts [7]. In case of a hand-drawn sketch, the image must

first be translated into a machine-readable diagram, e.g., using image recognition approaches.

Afterwards, the machine-readable diagram encompassing shapes, lines, and texts is mapped

to the existing architecture. Thus, this case covers two types of consistency relations: (1) The

interpretation between the sketch and the interpreted machine-readable diagram ensures that

every sketched element is present in the generated machine-readable diagram. (2) The mapping
of the machine-readable diagram to the architecture model assigning each shape and line to the

corresponding architectural elements. Both consistency relations connect different models to

provide tracing information for developers.

Abstraction The interpretation a horizontal consistency relation, since we consider informal

but technical sketches. In contrast, mapping is a vertical consistency relation, as the

architecture model contains more detailed information, e.g., method names in interfaces

omitted in sketches.

Metalevel Consistency of diagrams and architecture models is intra-metalevel, since connects

corresponding representations of elements in different artifacts.

Position Typically, both are coupled-model consistency relations.

Observed Property Regarding the observed property, these consistency relations considers

structural models, e.g., class diagrams or component diagrams.

Development Phase Since sketches and diagrams can be used in any phase of a project, the

consistency relations can be inter- or intra-phase.

Quantification The interpretation is typically quantifiable using confidences, e.g., object detec-

tion algorithms using machine learning [60]. Although the properties of the mapping are

still being researched, we expect that it will be quantifiable with heuristics.
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Gradual Consistency Inconsistencies can be tolerated in this case depending on the purpose

of the diagram. If the diagram is used to explain an extension of the current system,

new elements have no corresponding elements in the current system model. Therefore,

they can be tolerated. If the diagram should show a representation of a current system,

inconsistencies are not tolerated.

The interpretation is horizontal, intra-metalevel, coupled-model, observes structural properties,

can be inter- or intra-phased, is typically quantified and tolerates inconsistencies. In contrast to

that, the mapping is vertical.

4.4 Natural Language Descriptions

Natural language (NL) descriptions are present in every software development project [28]

and range, among others, from requirements over architecture documentation to source code

documentation. For example, software architecture documentation captures and preserves

knowledge about the architecture of a system, including knowledge about certain design deci-

sions, e.g., alternatives and reasoning [32, 15]. NL descriptions of a system are a different view

on the system and, therefore, need to match to other views like code or architecture models.

There are different kinds and reasons for inconsistencies [32, 74], e.g., outdated documenta-

tion after system evolution [48] or descriptions differing from other artifacts due to varying

interpretation or understanding. Therefore, consistency here means that the interpretation

of statements needs to be unambiguous and fit to other artifacts like source code or models.

The consistency relations in this case show that, e.g., requirements are implemented correctly

or documentation correspond to code. In addition, there are consistency relations within a

description artifact [48], e.g., within requirement documents where the consistency relations

help avoiding contradictions.

Abstraction There can be both, horizontal abstraction, e.g., between requirements, and vertical

abstraction, e.g., between documentation and source code.

Metalevel Most of the time, the consistency relation is intra-level. However, there are cases

where, e.g., classes and concrete objects are described, which results in inter-level consis-

tency relations.

Position As there are consistency relations within and between artifacts, there are intra- as

well as inter-model consistency relations. Consequently, depending on each concrete

case, there can be coupled-model consistency (e.g., between NL documentation of the

architecture and architecture model), but this is not the general case.

Observed Property Descriptions can cover structural (e.g., existing components and their or-

chestration) and behavior aspects (e.g., functionality or performance).

Development Phase NL descriptions like requirements, documented design descriptions, and

code documentation are created in every phase. The consistency relation can cover all

kinds, intra-phase (e.g., code documentation fits to code) and inter-phase (e.g., requirement

is implemented in code correctly).
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Quantification In many cases, the consistency relation is qualitative. However, there are quan-

titative consistency relations. For example, for a prescriptive NL description, there can be

a score that states the degree of fulfillment, thus quantifying the consistency relation. For

example, there can be a relation between a requirement and one or more classes and the

quantification shows how much of the requirement is already realized.

Gradual Consistency Inconsistencies in this case are usually tolerated. For example, inconsis-

tencies based on prescriptive documentation, e.g., requirements, shows the parts that are

not yet fully realized. Additionally, inconsistencies are not problematic per se [49] and for

each inconsistency, developers can decide to either tolerate or fix it, e.g., based on impact

and required effort.

The consistency between NL architecture documentation and source code is vertical, intra-level,

coupled-model, observes structural properties, is intra-phase. Sometimes, they are quantifiable

and tolerate inconsistencies.

4.5 Composition of Analyses

Sometimes multiple analyses must be employed to show properties of the system [71]. For static

security analyses, for instance, static data flow analysis on the software architecture is combined

with a data flow analysis on the corresponding implementation to make statements about secu-

rity aspects of the system. Since not all models cover all aspects of the system, security analyses

are forced to make assumptions about missing aspects [62]. When the software architecture

does not capture the components’ behavior, security leaks by illegal information flows cannot be

analyzed [63]. Therefore, for a static architectural security analysis, it is assumed that the behav-

ior does not induce leaks through illegal information flows. Even if the components’ behavior

was specified, the conformance between the software architecture and its implementation must

be assumed [52]. In all cases, architectural models and security assumptions need to be kept

consistent with the specifications and implementations to ensure that the system is correctly

represented when analyzed. For analysis, the assumptions in a software architecture can be

verified by checking the assumed aspect against its implementation [20]. Here, consistency

relations between the design artifacts are utilized, e.g., between the software architecture with

security information and the implementation with analysis specific annotations. In addition,

this consistency relation can be used to transfer modifications in the implementation back to

the software architecture if assumptions are affected.

Abstraction The outlined consistency relations are vertical, as they connect elements of an

abstract software architecture and concrete source code [20, 52, 62].

Metalevel We classify the consistency relation as intra-metalevel, as all model elements belong

to the same metalevel. However, when source code analysis results are included in the

consistency relation, it is inter-metalevel.

Position The consistency relations is inter-model yet not a coupled-model consistency, as it

connects elements of the software architecture and security specification with the source

code if they are fulfilled.
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Observed Property As the coupled analysis of architectures and implementations with security

annotations involves model elements observing structural, behavioral as well as quality

properties, some consistency relations focus on structural properties, on quality properties

(i.e., security) or on behavioral properties [51], whereas more general consistency relations

observe both structural, behavioral, and quality properties [58].

Development Phase The consistency relations are inter-phased, as they connect architectural

elements belonging to specification time with source code at design time.

Quantification The consistency relations in the composition of analysis are qualitative, as any

slight inconsistency likely invalidates the analysis results.

Gradual Consistency As no inconsistency are allowed for analysis, the consistency relations are

strict.

The consistency relation between a software architecture and the corresponding implementation

in the context of security analyses [58] is vertical, intra-metalevel, and inter-model. It observes

both structural, behavioral, qualitative properties, and is inter-phase, qualitative, and strict.

4.6 Performance Modeling and Measurement

In agile software development, the performance measurement for future scenarios, e.g., al-

ternative workload, design, deployment, is expensive. The Architecture-based Performance

Prediction (AbPP) reduces such costs but requires an accurate architectural performance model.

The accuracy of the modeled or extracted performance model can be affected by frequent

source code changes during development and adaptations of the system during its operation,

e.g., changes in system composition, deployment, or execution environment. The continuous

integration of architectural performance models (CIPM) approach [42] addresses this problem

by keeping the software system and the corresponding performance model consistent. Since

the system monitoring makes detecting system adaptations and system usage possible, CIPM

preserves the consistency between the software system, performance model, and measurements

to ensures the accuracy of performance predictions [40]. In detail, CIPM combines three con-

sistency relations: (1) between the source code and the performance model to prevent drift or

erosion [41]; (2) between the performance model and software architecture extracted from the

measurements to reflect the adaptation of the software system at run time [45]; (3) between the

source code, the performance model and measurements to ensure the accuracy for predicting

the performance of the system [42, 72].

Abstraction All consistency relations are vertical since the performance model is an abstraction

of both the source code and measurements.

Metalevel The consistency relations are on multiple metalevels. Although both the performance

model and source code are on the model level, measurements are on the instance level.

Thus, the first consistency relation is intra-metalevel and the others are inter-metalevel.

Position All consistency relations are coupled-model consistency relations.
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Observed Property Since the performance model captures both structural and behavioral prop-

erties of the software system, the consistency relations observe both properties. However,

while the first two focus on structural properties the last focuses on behavioral properties.

Development Phase While the first consistency relation is intra-phased, the others are inter-

phased between development, testing, and operations.

Quantification All consistency relations are quantifiable using different scores [42, 45], e.g., the

Wasserstein Distance [43] quantifies the difference between the measured performance

and its prediction.

Gradual Consistency While the first two consistency relations are strict, the third is always

tolerating, as both performance predictions and measurements have margins of error.

The consistency relations between software architecture, performancemodel, and corresponding

measurements are vertical, intra-(1) or inter-metalevel (2,3), and coupled-model. They focus on

structural (1,2) or behavioral (3) properties. They are intra-(1) or inter-phase (2,3), quantifiable,

and either strict (1,2) or tolerating (3).

4.7 Variability Management

Variability denotes “the ability to derive different products from a common set of artifacts” [4].
Software product line (SPL) engineering [29, 54, 12] is an established approach to systematically

engineer and manage the reusability and extensibility of software by utilizing an explicit

variability model to configure and combine a set of reusable artifacts to derive an individual

product variant [54]. During SPL engineering, the variability demanded in the variability model

must correspond to the variability enabled by reusable artifacts, whereas inconsistencies between

demanded and enabled variability can lead to broken products or unrealized potential. During

SPL evolution, changes to the variability model might invalidate previously valid configurations

and changes to reusable artifacts can impact the enabled variability. While [1] identified 14

types of inconsistencies in SPLs, in general, these consistency relations ensure that the managed

variability is equally reflected in the variability model and valid configurations in the problem
space, e.g., [46, 25, 37], as well as the reusable artifacts and derived product variants in the

solution space, e.g., [2, 31, 9].

Abstraction While consistency relations within a space are usually horizontal [9, 47, 25], con-

sistency relations between problem and solution space are vertical [2, 16].

Metalevel Usually, the consistency relations are intra-metalevel, as variability and its realization

co-exists on the same metalevel, with the exception of delta-oriented approaches, that

elevate variability to the metamodel level [53].

Position Although most consistency relations are coupled-model consistencies such as vari-

ability model–configuration, configuration–derived product variant, specific intra-model

consistencies exist, e.g., consistency of variability models [25] or well-formedness of a

product variants [31].
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Observed Property As the problem and solution space describe the variability of both structural

and behavioral elements, most consistency relations usually observe both structural and

behavioral properties of the variable system.

Development Phase Considering the feature-oriented SPL engineering process [4], almost all

consistency relations are inter-phased, with the exception of the intra-model consistency

of variability models.

Quantification Although most consistency relations in SPL engineering are not quantified, sev-

eral approaches determine the impact of changes or minimal number of repair operations

to guide users towards a consistent SPL, e.g., [47].

Gradual Consistency In SPL, all consistency relations are strict, as inconsistencies lead to unre-

alized variability and/or broken product variants.

Although exceptions exist in multiple classes, most consistency relations in SPLs are either

horizontal or vertical, intra-metalevel, coupled-model, observe both structural and behavioral

properties, are inter-phased, qualitative and strict.

4.8 Summary

After applying the classification schema to the above MBE scenarios, Table 1 summarizes the

classification of the main consistency relation for each scenario. Here, multiple classifications

for a relation are separated by a slash (/). In case of Sketches and Informal Diagrams and

Performance Modeling, the above classification was applied to the specific consistency relations

that have been identified. However, as there are a multitude of consistency relations in Variability

Management and NL Descriptions alone, we refrained from a classification of each individual

consistency relation.

While most classified consistency relations are vertical, we have found horizontal consistency

relations in Sketches and Informal Diagrams, NL Descriptions, and Variability. Likewise, most

consistency relations stay within a metalevel, however, consistency relations in Metamodel

Evolution, in Performance Modeling and in NL Descriptions are inter-metalevel. Interestingly,

we have found that most of our scenarios contain coupled-model consistency relations, albeit

we have identified particular intra-model and inter-model consistency relations in Variability

management and Composition of Analyses, respectively. Similar surprising was the wide range

of properties observed by consistency relations, such that some focus on structural or behavioral

properties while some combine both. In particular, for the Composition of Analyses, we have

identified quality as another observable property. Moreover, we have counted equally many

inter-phased and intra-phased consistency relations. In regard to Quantification and Gradual

Consistency, we have discovered that most consistency relations are quantifiable with specific

scoring functions, whereas only Multi-View Modeling and Composition of Analyses feature

qualitative consistency relations. Nonetheless, while most consistency relations are strict,

Sketches and Informal Diagrams and Performance Modeling feature tolerating consistency

relations.
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Table 1: Mapping of Classifiers to MBE Scenarios

h/v: horizontal/vertical a/e: intra-/inter-(level/model/phase)

c: coupled-model s/b/q: structural/behavioral/quality

l/q: qualitative/quantitative t/i: tolerating/strict
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Our System

Logic UI
needs

(a) Hand-drawn sketch

OurSystem

UILogic
needs

(b) Machine readable diagram

«BasicComponent»
Logic

«Interface»
BusinessLogic

«BasicComponent»
UserInterface

<<Provides
Role>>

<<Requires
Role>>

(c) Visualized Architecture Model

Figure 10: A hand drawn sketch (a) a machine readable version (b) and a corresponding Archi-

tecture Model (Palladio Component Model) (c) for a small example architecture.

In conclusion, Table 1 shows that each consistency relation could be classified and each property

of our classification appears at least once. While some properties occur more frequent than

others, for most properties, we found at least three out of seven occurrences. Exceptions are

intra-model relations in Position that only occurs twice and quality in Observed Property that

only appears once.

5 Illustrative Application to an Example Scenario

To highlight how an example scenario was investigated, in this section we illustrate the applica-

tion of the formal definitions to classify the consistency relations found in the scenario. For

this illustration, we again focus on the example scenario of Sketches and Informal Diagrams

(discussed in subsection 4.3).

5.1 Example

Figure 10 shows an example based on Sketches and Informal Diagrams. It encompasses a

hand-drawn sketch of a software architecture, its machine readable version that is created

by some object detection (e.g., machine learned model), and a formal architecture model (e.g.,

Palladio Component Model) that is created by a software architect.

The hand-drawn sketch is depicted in Figure 10a. It consists of the following elements: First,

there is the caption of the sketch, which is Our System. Second, there are two sketched boxes

with the labels Logic and UI. Finally, there is the drawn arrow between the two boxes, which is

labeled with needs.

To create a machine readable version of the sketch, we assume a machine learning model that

detects boxes and arrows in images. The result of this interpretation is depicted in Figure 10b.

As you can see, the machine readable version is not perfectly detected as the caption is missing

a space. The other elements have been detected correctly. Since, we used a machine learning

model, we can also provide a confidence score for each detected element. In this example,
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Diagram
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𝑀𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔

Figure 11: Illustration of the Interpretation (blue) and Mapping (teal) consistency relations

between model elements of the sketch and the diagram as well as the diagram and

the architecture.

we assume that the confidence for the detected boxes are 1.0, the confidence for the detected

dependency-arrow is 0.8, and the confidence for the detected caption is 0.7. For simplicity, we

will use the confidence scores directly to quantify the consistency relation between the sketch

and the machine readable diagram.

The final model we need for this example is the formal architecture model. In this example, we

use the Palladio Component Model (PCM) depicted in Figure 10c. The architecture consists of

two BasicComponents, namely Logic and UserInterface. The UserInterface has a dependency to

some implementation of the BusinessLogic interface, which is, in turn, provided by the Logic.

In total, the architecture model has five elements, i.e., two BasicComponents, two Roles, and

one Interface.

While the consistency relation between the sketch and the machine readable diagram in this

example is a 1:1 mapping, the consistency relation between the machine readable diagram and

the formal architecture model is more complex. The two detected boxes in the machine readable

diagram are mapped to the two BasicComponents in the architecture. The detected arrow is

mapped to the dependency between the two BasicComponents. This dependency corresponds to

the two Roles and the Interface. The caption of the machine readable diagram is not mapped to

any element in the PCM. We visualize the consistency relations as hyper-graph in Figure 11.

The elements of the sketch are the caption 𝑠1, the box Logic 𝑠2, the arrow 𝑠3, and the box UI
𝑠4. The elements of the machine readable diagram are the caption 𝑟1, the box Logic 𝑟2, the
dependency-arrow 𝑟3, and the box UI 𝑟4. Finally, the elements of the architecture model are

the BasicComponent Logic𝑚1, the Interface BusinessLogic𝑚2, the two Roles𝑚3,𝑚4, and the

BasicComponent UserInterface𝑚5.

The interpretation consistency relation connects the sketch with the machine readable diagram

and is drawn in blue. Since, we use the confidences for quantification, the values are directly

marked on the edges. Themapping consistency relation connects the machine readable diagram

with the architecture model and is drawn in teal.
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5.2 Interpretation

Since the sketch and machine readable diagram do not contain elements that abstract from

elements in one another, the consistency relation is horizontal. Furthermore, the elements of

both models are on the same metalevel. Therefore, the consistency relation is intra-level. Every

edge of the interpretation connects elements of both models, therefore the consistency relation

is coupled w.r.t. Position. Additionally, the consistency relation focuses on structural properties
since the elements of both models are structural elements. The development phase is not set for

this example, but we assume that the sketches and also the diagrams belong to an early design

phase in this scenario; if this would be the case, the consistency relation would be intra-phase.
Regarding quantification, we can see that the confidence values can be used as scores for the

hyper-edges of the interpretation. Therefore, the consistency relation is quantifiable. Finally,
the interpretation is t-tolerating with 𝑡 = 0.6 since the confidence values of the correct edges

are greater than 𝑡 .

5.3 Mapping

Since the dependency-arrow in the machine readable diagram is an abstraction of the interface

and roles in the architecture model, the consistency relation mapping is vertical. Nevertheless,
the models are on the same metalevel and therefore, the consistency relation is intra-level. The

consistency relation is coupled w.r.t. Position, since each hyper-edge contains at least one element

of the machine readable diagram and one element of the architecture model. The consistency

relation focuses on structural properties since the elements of both models are structural elements.

Again, it is not clear in which development phase the models are created, but if we imagine that

the diagram is created in an early design phase and the architecture model in a later design

phase, the consistency relation would be inter-phase. Regarding quantification, heuristics could

provide some confidence values for the mapping here as well. If such confidences exist, they

could be used as scores for the hyper-edges of the mapping analogous to the interpretation.

In summary, we have presented a detailed application of our classification to two consistency

relations from the sketches and informal diagram domain. We have shown how the classification

is applied and able to capture the characteristic differences of the consistency relations.

6 Discussion and Findings

We have established a focus group to elucidate the notion of consistency relations and their

properties. These properties were applied by the domain experts to classify seven of their MBE

scenarios. Consequently, we can answer our research questions:

(RQ1) How can consistency relations be precisely defined? While we have found existing, precise

descriptions of consistency and its properties for specific use cases and scenarios, none

of them provided a generally applicable formalization and classification of consistency

relations (cf. subsection 2.2). Even though [57] provide some formalization, they focus on
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database applications. [73] do not provide a formalization for their consistency classes. In

contrast to them, our classification provides more fine grained properties to describe the

scope of consistency relations. Moreover, they do not fully separate between consistency

relations and consistency preservation or repair. Unlike their work, we argue that for

precisely describing consistency relations it is necessary to define them among model

elements. This novel perspective was crucial to be able to formally define both consistency

relations and classifying properties when discussing them in the focus groups. Thus, in

this paper, we have provided a comprehensible formalization that enables further research

of consistency relations in MBE. As the domain experts could easily apply the classification

schema to their MBE scenario, we gained evidence that the classification schema is precise,

comprehensive, and generally applicable.

(RQ2) What use case independent properties classify consistency relations? Based on existing clas-

sification schemes, we have identified seven generally applicable properties of consistency

relations: Abstraction, Metalevel, Position, Observed Property, Development Phases, Quan-

tification and Gradual Consistency. From the formalization of the classification schema, it

follows that all classifiers are independent except 𝑡-tolerating, which requires a quantifiable

consistency relation. Besides that, we have observed dependencies between abstraction

and Metalevel as well as Development Phases. In all observed cases, an inter-metalevel or

inter-phase consistency relation is a vertical abstraction. Regardless, six of seven properties

are orthogonal. As the classification schema could be easily applied to seven different

MBE scenarios, we maintain that our classification schema is generally applicable to MBE

scenarios. Notably, we have identified two additional properties. Dominance describes
consistency relations with certain models that represent the ground truth for other models.

For example, measurements of the system provide the ground truth to which a performance

prediction must adhere to. Description distinguishes between prescriptive and descriptive

consistency relations [33]. Both properties are out of scope, as they consider consistency

preservation and repair, but not consistency relations themselves. Besides that, while

consistency relations between an analytical model and measurements exist in Performance

Modeling, it is still unclear whether this holds true for all analytical or data-defined models.

In general, Table 1 shows, that each consistency relation of our scenarios has been classified

and each property of our classification is needed. In future work we will investigate a

larger corpus of consistency relations to gather evidence on the sufficiency, distribution,

and correlation of the classifying properties.

7 Threats to Validity

Here, we discuss how we addressed threats to validity. To ensure the construct validity of

our classification schema, we opted to formalize both consistency relations and its classifying

properties in addition to regular descriptions. This avoided ambiguities and ensured orthog-

onality of the classification schema. The only exception is 𝑡-tolerance which depends on a

quantifiable consistency relation. We retrieved the relevant classifying properties from existing

related classification schemes and our focus group. The applicability was indicated within our
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focus group, whereas each expert performed the classification of her/his scenario individually.

While we focused on the classification’s structural suitability, we have not yet evaluated our

classification schema with taxonomy evaluation methods, e.g., [30], this will be future work.

Regarding the internal validity, we first identified contemporary definitions of consistency and

classification schemes for consistency focusing on peer-reviewed publications within and beyond

the field of MBE. We established focus groups with experts in MBE from academia to elucidate a

fine-grained notion of consistency relations and classifying properties. For the scenario selection,

we encouraged the domain experts to propose their own MBE scenario, while we ensured that

each scenario was distinct. For the classification phase, we provided a brief introduction to

the formalized classification schema to the focus group, such that each domain expert could

individually classify the consistency relations in her/his scenario. The resulting classification

was then reviewed by the group moderators, to uncover misunderstandings. Beyond that, we

cannot rule out annotator bias. Please note that as the description and classification of each

scenario was done by a domain expert, we added each of them as co-author.

To improve external validity, by establishing a focus group, we aimed to uncover a fine-grained

definition of consistency. However, as the MBE scenarios were proposed by the domain experts,

we cannot consider them as a representative subset, especially, as neither analytical models

nor data-derived models are considered. While this significantly limits the generalizability of

our findings regarding the classified consistency relations, we maintain that our definition of

consistency relations and our classification schema is generally applicable to the MBE domain.

Nevertheless, a large scale study and analysis of MBE scenarios should be conducted in future

works to show the generalizability of our results.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we define a precise and fine-grained notion of consistency relations for the

MBE community, as there were neither an established common understanding nor use-case-

independent definitions. To remedy this, we established focus groups and elucidated fine-grained,

notion of consistency relations over model elements. From this notion, we derived our formalized

classification schema of consistency relations encompassing seven classifying properties based

on set theory and hyper-graphs. We have illustrated the applicability of our classification

schema by having experts apply it to their MBE scenarios. Although these scenarios are widely

different, we could completely and distinctly classify each identified consistency relation. In

general, each property class is needed, as its class occurred at least once in these scenarios.

In conclusion, we argue that our classification schema provides a precise fine-grained definition

and vocabulary for the MBE community to distinguish consistency relations. This, in turn, can

help to raise awareness for the different consistency notions and facilitate a common ground for

understanding, discussing, and finding commonalities of consistency in the MBE community. In

future work, we will investigate a wider range of consistency relations to classify and evaluate

our classification schema according to [30].
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